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Abstract In this article, a theoretical study of 1–5 proton
transfers is presented. Two model systems which represent 1–
5 proton transfer, 3-hidroxy-2-propenimine and salicyldenani-
line have been studied as shown in Fig. 1. For this purpose, a
DFT/B3LYP/6-311+G**, reaction force and reaction elec-
tronic flux analysis is made. The obtained results indicate
that both proton transfers exhibit energetic and electronic
differences emphasizing the role of the neighbor ring and the
impact of conjugation on electronic properties.
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Introduction

In biological systems hydrogen bonds are structural elements
that in many cases stabilize the system and are responsible for
specific reactivity patterns of both donor and acceptor atoms.
Proton transfers (PT) are basic dynamic processes that occur
in hydrogen-bonded molecules, they mostly take place
between a donor (D) on a polar bond, usually CH, NH or
OH, and a polar neighboring acceptor atom (A) bearing a
negative charge.

Recently the application of new concepts of reactivity such
as reaction force (F(ξ)) and reaction electronic flux (REF) on
1–4 Hydrogen transfer between the donor atom and a
neighbor acceptor atom, both separated by 2 atoms, has

given important insights in systems ranging from simple
aliphatic [1] to heteroatomic rings [2], finding that specific
structural rearrangements activate the proton transfer and
electronic reordering. When dealing with 1–5 proton trans-
fers, D and A atoms are more spaced and questions arise
wether the transfer occurs by the same 1–4 mechanism or it
is assisted by other effects.

We have chosen two model systems which represent 1–5
proton transfer, 3-hidroxy-2-propenimine (R1) and salicyl-
denaniline (R2) depicted in Fig. 1. It is well known by
experimental and theoretical works that salicylic-acid
related compounds present proton transfers which are
assisted by an important electronic reorganization in neutral
and ionized states [3–10].

In this paper, a density functional theory (DFT), DFT/
B3LYP/6-311+G** study of the hydrogen-transfer reaction
D� H � � � A ! D � � � HA, where D and A are oxygen and
nitrogen atoms, is presented. The main goal of this work is
to characterize the mechanism of 1,5 hydrogen transfer in
R1 and R2 and stablish the nature of the ring influence on
the electronic reordering that is taking place during the
reactions.

Characterization of the mechanisms that activate the
intramolecular hydrogen transfer can be achieved by
monitoring different properties within the framework of
the reaction force analysis; their critical points help confine
the different mechanisms that might be operating within
specific regions defined along the reaction coordinate. The
reaction force profile, the negative derivative of the energy
profile, and the simultaneous analysis of structural and
electronic properties such as bond, angles, reaction elec-
tronic flux (REF) [11, 12], electronic populations and
dipole moments, provide a complete picture of proton
transfer reactions.

It has been proven in earlier works, that in an elementary
step of the potential energy surface, characterized by a
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double well potential where the first well holds the reactant
(R) while second holds the product (P), it can be obtained
by differenciation the reaction force profile. This concept
leads to the definition of different regions along the reaction
coordinate [2, 13–15], in which different reaction mecha-
nisms might be operating. To each of these regions there are
associated specific amounts of work that can be calculated
by integrating the force profile within the specific region,
this allows the quantification of the energy cost of each step
of the reaction. The electronic activity is analyzed in terms
of the reaction electronic flux that identifies the regions
along the reaction coordinate where electronic polarization
and transfer are taking place. This quantity, obtained
through the variation of electronic chemical potential (μ)
with respect to the reaction coordinate gives; valuable
insights about reaction mechanisms.

This paper is organized as follows: the next section is
devoted to the definition of the concepts used in the
analysis of the various systems. Then Computational details
are presented, followed by Discussion of the results, and
finally some Conclusions are drawn.

Theoretical background

Energy and force profiles

A chemical reaction occurs through the simultaneous
change of different geometrical parameters onto a multidi-
mensional space. This multidimensional motion is con-
densed into the intrinsic reaction coordinate IRC [16] (ξ),
which measures the progress of the reaction going from
reactant to products, and the energy profile along ξ being
the result of the calculation following its minimum energy
path. Numerical differentiation of E(ξ) leads to the
Hellman-Feynman reaction force [1, 14, 15, 17, 18]:

FðxÞ ¼ � dE

dx
ð1Þ

This is a global property of the reaction that contains
information concerning the specific interactions that drive the
reaction from reactants to products [1, 17]. Being the
derivative of the energy profile, F(ξ) may present several
critical points, depending on the shape of the energy profile.
These critical points define different regions along ξ in
which different processes might be taking place. For a
double well potential energy profile, the reaction force
present two key points along ξ: the force minimum is
located at ξ1 and the force maximum at ξ2, these points
define regions that can be interpreted as involving prepara-
tion of reactant in the reactant region (ξR≤ξ≤ξ1); transition
to product in the transition state region (ξ1<ξ<ξ2) and
relaxation of the product species in the product region
(ξ2≤ξ≤ξP). Three regions are therefore identified in a
generic double-well potential energy profile the reactants,
transition state and product regions [1, 14, 18].

Chemical potential and electronic flux

Within the conceptual framework of DFT, the chemical
potential of a system of N particles with total energy E and
external potential v(r) is defined as [19]:

m ¼ @E

@N

� �
uðrÞ

¼ �χ ; ð2Þ

In Eq. 2, χ is the electronegativity [20–25]. Owing to the
discontinuity of the variable N, chemical potential is not
possible to obtain by differenciation. It must be calculated
using approximations, such as the use of finite difference
approximation and Janak’s theorem through the following
expressions [26]

m � � 1

2
ðIþ AÞ ffi 1

2
ð"Lþ"HÞ; ð3Þ

where I is the first ionization potential, A is the electron
affinity; εL and εH are the energies of the lowest unoccupied
and highest occupied molecular orbitals, LUMO and
HOMO, respectively. By evaluating μ along the reaction

Fig. 1 Proton transfers (PT) on
3-hidroxy-2-propenimine (R1),
and salicylaldimine (R2)
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coordinate it is possible to determine the profile μ(ξ) that
shows the evolution of the chemical potential during the
chemical reaction.

The underlying principle behind the electronic transfer
is the relationship between the electronic flux and a
charge density gradient, in this context, the reaction
electronic flux (REF) associated to a chemical reaction is
defined as [11, 12, 17]:

JðxÞ ¼ �Q
dm
dx

ð4Þ

Where Q is analog to a transport coefficient [17], it can be
estimated from the reaction energies and chemical potential.
The profile of J(ξ) is quite useful in the identification of
regions along the reaction coordinate that are characterized by
electronic reordering and transfer. In analogy to classic
thermodynamics, the regions with J(ξ)>0 are associated to
spontaneous rearrangement of the electronic density; whereas
regions with J(ξ)<0 should be associated to nonspontaneous
reordering of the electronic density.

In a recent paper, a flux decomposition in terms of
polarization and transfer fluxes was proposed [27]:

JðxÞ ¼ JpðxÞ þ JtðxÞ ð5Þ
It was proposed that polarization flux can be calculated

considering the reactive complex separated into fragments, for
instance, a binary reaction A+B, where the fragments are
treated separately using the counterpoise method [28]. It can
be obtained from the sum of fragment A and B fluxes:

JpðxÞ ¼ JAðxÞ þ JBðxÞ ¼ �QA
dmA

dx

� �
� QB

dmB

dx

� �
ð6Þ

and JtðxÞ ¼ JðxÞ � JpðxÞ ð7Þ

Being μA and μB the chemical potentials of the perturbed
isolated molecules A and B along the reaction path, thus
polarization flux describes the deformation of the electronic
cloud of fragment A in the presence of fragment B and
viceversa. It has been previously demonstrated that this
polarization effect can be noted markedly at the preparation
or relaxation steps of reactions [27, 29]. Jt(ξ) accounts for
the electronic transfer among the fragments. With all this
information along with a suitable bond order analysis, a
chemical reaction can be described accurately along the
reaction coordinate.

Computational details

The proton transfer in R1 and R2 has been characterized by
means of theoretical calculations along the intrinsic reaction

coordinate IRC, using the Gaussian 03 [30] package. The
minimum energy path followed by the protons transferred
from donor to acceptor atoms lie at the molecular plane.
The donor-acceptor pairs labelled {D,A} are shown in
Fig. 1. The IRC calculations were performed at DFT/
B3LYP/6-311+G** level; then using the optimized geom-
etries obtained from the IRC procedure, molecular proper-
ties were determined through single point calculations at
the same level. Mulliken population analysis was per-
formed at B3LYP/6-311G** level, due to the poor
performance of Mulliken analysis with diffuse functions.
Frequency calculations of reactants, transition states and
products were performed to confirm the nature of the
critical points along the reaction path.

To obtain the REF, chemical potential was obtained
using Eq. 3 and frontier molecular orbital energies εH and
εL, Jp was calculated using the counterpoise method [28],
where R1 and R2 were fragmented arbitrarily into two,
considering a donor fragment and an acceptor fragment
(See Fig. 2). In this way, chemical potential of both
fragments was calculated along the reaction coordinate
using the geometry obtained at the IRC procedure at DFT/
B3LYP/6-311+G** methodology. Having μA(ξ) and μB(ξ)
from the counterpoise routine, the polarization Jp and
transfer Jt fluxes were calculated using Eqs. 6 and 7.

Results and discussion

Energy and force profiles

In Fig. 3 are shown the energy and reaction force profiles
for R1 and R2. As this figure shows, both processes have
different thermochemistry, R1 is exoenergetic with a low
energy barrier (1.5 kcal/mol) which indicates an imino-enol
reactant (R) that can be converted to a more stable amino-
oxy system at room temperature. R2 is endoenergetic with

Fig. 2 Acceptor and donor fragments of the systems considered at
counterpoise metod
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a higher energy barrier (6 kcal/mol). At least from the
energetic point of view both reactions bear as the opposite
to each other. The aromatic cycle in salicylaldimine
stabilizes the reactant with respect to the product and raises
the energy barrier with respect to that observed in R1. In
summary, while R1 presents a favorable thermodynamic
and kinetic control, R2 is unfavorable both thermodinami-
cally and kinetically [31].

The concept of reaction mechanism is related to the
nuclear displacements and electronic reordering in going
from R to P. To elucidate the mechanism, the reaction force
was obtained form Eq. 1 and their profiles are also
displayed in Fig. 3. As already mentioned, the critical
points of F(ξ) define regions where the specific interactions
driving the reaction might be of a different nature [11–13].
As Table 1 shows, the first step of the reaction requires an
amount of work W1 ¼

R x1
xR

FðxÞdx, necessary to bring donor
and acceptor atoms close to each other. This work is

different in magnitude for R1 and R2, probably caused by
the aromaticity of the ring in the reactant structure of R2
(R@R2), but amazingly it corresponds in both cases to
66% of the total energy barrier. The activation works W1

represent in both reactions the same proportion of the
activation energy, thus indicating a common feature even
though the reaction are opposite from the thermodinamic
and kinetic (opposite barriers) viewpoints [31].

The second step which is associated to electronic reorga-
nization of the reaction, involves the total TS work, composed
by an activation work W2 ¼ � R xTS

x1 FðxÞdx and relaxation
W3 ¼ � R x2

xTS
FðxÞdx. When analyzing the W2 values for R1

and R2, it can be distinguished that the aromaticity of R2
also influences this parameter, having higherW2 than R1.W3

indicates that the formation of P@R2 starts to be unfavor-
able, indicating reversibility at this last reaction, which is
emphasized withW4 ¼ � R xP

x2
FðxÞdx; values reflects that the

stability of the P@R1 is higher than P@R2. In summary, the

Fig. 3 Potential energy and force profiles for R1 (open dots) and R2 (filled dots)
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presence of the neighbor ring increases the activation energy
and its components by a factor of about 3.5. On the other
hand, the ring destabilizes the product of reaction making R2
endoenergetic by 3.80 kcal/mol. Thus, the role that the ring
offers to the reaction is an augmentation of the PT barriers
and works.

When comparing this 1–5 with 1–4 proton transfers from a
previuos article [14] it can be noted that the spacing plays an
interesting effect; while both ring 7 systems are rigid, the
extra carbon atom of R2 places the proton closer to the

acceptor atom thus lowering the activation work. Unfortu-
natelly, there is no data published of F(ξ) for aliphatic
systems.

Structural rearrangement

When comparing the evolution along ξ of the backbone bond
distances and angles that are displayed in Fig. 4, we note that
the bond distances exhibit quite similar trends. Within the
reactant region where C=N remains constant until entering
the TS region, the C=N bond distances in R1 and R2
increase monotonically until reaching the product region. In
contrast, the C-O distances start decreasing monotonically
untill reaching the product region, where they remain
constant. The C-O and C=N curves cross each other near
ξTS and this movement allows the following proton transfer.
The C-O decrease is the loss of double-bond character

Table 1 Works implicated at R1 and R2

System W1 W2 W3 W4

R1 1.16 0.60 -2.95 -6.97

R2 4.04 2.06 -0.76 -1.57

Fig. 4 Angle bendings in degrees, and bond stretchings (Å) for R1 (open dots) and R2 (filled dots)
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whereas the C=N increase should be attributed to the gain of
double-bond character.

When analyzing the evolution of the angles involved at the
PT in R1 and R2, it becomes evident that these are the
reactive modes that activate the hydrogen transfer. In
particular, the backbone angles C3-O(D)-H@R1; C3-C2-N
(A)@R1, and C1-C2-C3@R2,C2-C7-N(A)@R2,C2-C1-O
(D)@R2 change coupledly in order to allow the PT. In the
reactant regions, these angles decrease allowing the donor
and acceptor atoms to get closer to each other thus activating
the transfer; the energetic cost associated is W1=1,16 kcal/
mol in R1 and W1=4,04 kcal/mol in R2. Within the TS
region, the bond angles change slightly to allow the
hydrogenic motion, suggesting that some of the nature of
the overall TS work on R1 might also be associated to a
structural backbone rearrangement. At the product region the
structural relaxation causes them to increase to reach the

equilibrium value of the product molecule, this increase is
more sharply in R2 than R1. Note that the change of these
three angles in R2 is less than in R1 due to the rigidity of the
former system.

Chemical potential and reaction flux: Electronic transfer

In Fig. 5 are depicted the electronic chemical potentials (μ)
along ξ for R1 and R2, as chemical potential indicates the
electron flux from sites of high μ to sites of lower μ; these
figures indicate that the nature of the electronic reordering is
different for both systems; along the reaction coordinate is
much larger in R2 than in R1 thus indicating a large
electronic activity taking place in R2. In μ increases
monotonically fom R@R1 to ξ2 where it reaches a quite
constant value fading out to P@R1, this is due to the
modification of the conjugation in the imino-enol reactant

Fig. 5 μ in kcal/mol and reaction electronic flux (REF, J(ξ)) for R1 (open dots) and R2 (filled dots)
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which is changed to an energetically more stable amino-oxy
system. On the contrary, in R2 μ starts from quite constant
values at R due to the aromaticity of the system, then it
highly increases at TS@R2 zone and reaches almost a
plateau at the relaxation zone which is less stable than the
reactant due to the loss of aromaticity by the transformation
to a quinoidal structure.

The electronic reordering during both PT is better
appreciated when analyzing the reaction electronic flux
(REF). Figure 5 shows that in R1 and R2 the REF presents
a similar behavior in both cases a negative flux features
around the transition state [11], thus indicating that the most
important electronic reorganization occurs at the TS region
of the transfer where bonds are broken and rearrange in order
to allow the proton transfer.

In R1 the REF profile presents two minima suggesting
that the electronic reordering is stepwise whereas in R2 it

seems to be more synchronic due to the help that the ring
offers to the electronic rearrangement. R@R1 shows a
monotonic decrease on J(ξ), while R@R2 shows a plateau
emphasizing the stability that the ring offers to the system,
due to conjugation. At TS@R1 the flux increases slightly
to a tiny minimum that agrees with the bending at donor
atoms angle (C3-O(D)-H) that helps the transfer at this
zone. Moreover, from ξ2 to P@R2, the electronic transfer
decreases reaching zero values at the end of the transfer,
indicating that even though the electronic transfer is high, it
stops at ξ2. The zero flux regime is present at R@R2 and
P@R2. In R2 the electronic reordering is more localized at
TS zone, as already observed on other proton transfers [11,
27, 32]. This constant flux might also be associated to
resonance/aromatic behavior of the molecule.

As electronic flux indicated the steps that the electronic
reordering follows at R1 and R2; the electronic flux

Fig. 6 Total electronic flux (REF, J(ξ)), transfer (Jt) and polarization flux (JP) for R1 (open) and R2 (filled)
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decomposition displayed at Fig. 6 will indicate the nature
and the mechanism of the electronic reorganization at each
reaction. At R1 polarization and transfer fluxes indicate that
at regions from R@R1 to TS@R1 the reaction electronic
flux is mainly due to contributions of polarization and
transfer, although at the sum of both contributions
polarization dominates indicating that the activation of R1
is due to a deformation of the electronic cloud. From ξ2 the
electronic transfer stops and only polarization remains
entering the product region. Having all the previously
discussed data at hand, this reaction is activated at R@R1
by the bending of the molecule which reorganizes the
electronic distribution through polarization that instanta- Fig. 8 Bond breaking and forming scheme for (a, R1) and (b, R2)

1058 J Mol Model (2011) 17:1051–1060

Fig. 7 Bond populations, in a. u (a) and Bond order derivatives (b)
for R1 (open square, ρC1-C2; open circle, ρC1-DO; open triangle,
ρC2-C4; open left triangle, ρH6-DO; open right triangle, ρN5-H6;

filled down triangle, ρC4-N5) and R2 (filled circles, ρC7-AN; filled
squares, ρC1-DO; filled triangle, ρC2-C7; filled down triangle _DO-
H; filled rhombus ρC1-C2; filled left triangle, AN-H)



neously induces electronic transfer to allow the proton
transfer.

Figure 6 compares both polarization and transfer
contributions to the total flux at R2; the overall electronic
at the reactant zone is constant and slightly negative;
indicating some polarization composition, this implies that
this reaction, has an electronic reordering that only starts at
TS@R2 mainly composed by polarization as this figure
indicates. Then at P@R2 there is some transfer flux that
lowers the constant values of the overall flux, indicating
electronic 9 transfer between the fragments as a signature of
electronic delocalization. In this reactopm; at the light of
the results already discussed in Structural rearrangement
and Chemical potential and reaction flux: Electronic
transfer; the ring seemps to split the geometry and
electronic rearrangements at W1 which characterize the
aliphatic system.

Bond order analysis

In Fig. 7 are depicted the most representative bond
populations for R1 and R2. It can be observed that the
highest intensity of bond populations reordering takes place
at the TS region.

When analyzing the bond population derivatives depicted
in Fig. 6 to understand the rates of dissociation and formation
of bonds, it can be noted that at R1 bond breaking and
forming at R@R1 start changing and they are balanced in
quantity. However, from ξ1 A-H forming (left triangles) is
leading at this stage of the reaction. Then reordering at ξ2
starts decreasing at P@R1 where the reaction stops.

At R2, the bond breaking and forming is quite constant
at R@R2, near ξ1 the reordering starts only at the TS@R2
the bonds start to reorder in order to achieve the PT, only
ρC3−C4, ρC1−OD remain constant at this zone. At P@R2 all
the populations end the reordering in order to form products
with practically no change in the bond order. It is
interesting to note that in both reactions the bond
populations are forming and dissociating following a
synchronized pattern, indicating that in both cases the
double bond conjugation plays an important role helping
electron reordering. While A-H starts forming, it triggers
electron delocalization and a synchronized bond breaking/
forming, specially at the TS. See Fig. 8.

Concluding remarks

In this work we have analyzed and characterized the
mechanism of 1–5 proton transfers was completely charac-
terized by the analysis of energy, reaction force profile,
chemical potential and REF within the frame of the density
functional theory, obtaining the reaction mechanism of

aliphatic or ring-assisted 1–5 proton transfers. It was found
that both reactions behave with opposite thermochemistry
and kinetics. The ring influences R2 process making it
reversible due to the low reverse barrier.

Also, when analyzing the REF, it was also found that
the nature of electronic transfer changes with the vicinity
of an aromatic ring, at R1 the electronic flux indicates that
the reordering is stepwise and coupled with structural
rearrangement.

At R2 this is synchronic due to the help that the ring
offers 10 to the PT, also the vicinity of the ring originates a
plateau at P@R2 which is associated to the conjugation of
the final product. REF for both reactions is mostly
associated to polarization effects indicating that electronic
delocalization is the phenomena that helps electronic
reordering specially at the TS zone. This observation is
reinforced with the use of ρ derivatives at the bond order
analysis, they indicate that double bond conjugation played
an important role helping the electronic reordering.

It was found comparing R2 with previous 1–4 proton
transfer works [14] that although both systems are rigid, the
carbon atom spacer of R2, lowers the barrier, thus W1 and
W2 due to the proximity of the proton to the acceptor atom.
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